We revise Gamow's calculation of the neutron star critical mass [1] regarding calculational and conceptual aspects and discuss the implications on its importance for the history of astrophysics.
I. INTRODUCTION
In [1] G. Gamow attempted to calculate the critical mass of a neutron star like object, approximating it with a homogenous matter distribution. Besides conceptual flaws the derivation contains some calculational mistakes. The purpose of this work is to correct the latter, and discuss the former.
He discusses a state of matter at densities * Electronic address: ludwig@icra.it † Electronic address: ruffini@icra.it ρ ≈ 10 12 g/cm 3 , where electrons have been absorbed by the β-process, and nuclear exchange forces come into play, which he ignores for the remainder of the calculation.
He refers to this state as the nuclear state and calls stars in this state stellar nuclei. The idea of Gamow's calculation is to compare the dependence of the Newtonian gravitational pressure
and the non-and ultra-relativistic degeneracy pressures
on the mass density ρ. They are obtained for a homogeneous mass distribution, which appears to be a reasonable approximation for an order of magnitude estimation. Note that in this notation P F stands for the pressure of the Fermi gas, and is not to be confused with the Fermi momentum. The gravitational self energy is denoted U g , and the total energies, including rest mass and internal energy, but excluding gravitational self energy, are denoted E F and E F,R respectively, again not to be confused with the Fermi energy. In his calculation Gamow obtains
and he concludes that for a non-relativistic Fermi gas, the degeneracy pressure will always balance the gravitational pressure as soon as sufficiently high mass density is reached. In the derivation of P F he assumes proportionality of mass density and number density, which is correct for a non-relativistic gas of Fermions. He also concludes that the fate of an ultra-relativistic mass distribution depends on the ratio P G /P F,R at some initial time, as it will stay constant during a potential collapse. The flaw in his argumentation is the assumption of propotionality between mass density and number density in the derivation of P F,R , which, for a free neutron gas, is not correct. In Section III we will argue that this assumtion holds approximately true for for a white dwarf with Fermi energy m e c 2 ≪ E F ≪ 2m N c 2 between the electron and deuterium mass regimes. In the next section we will turn to the calculational mistakes present in [1] and correct the numerical values obtained.
II. CALCULATIONAL MISTAKES
Gamow obtains the degeneracy pressure of the Fermi gas by counting states in a cube of zero potential and side length l, with infinite potential walls at the boundary, for both the non-and ultra-relativistic cases. In the line before Gamows equation (6) he claims that, for large n, the number of states sharing the same value
is approximately given by n 2 . This is not correct and should be replaced by πn 2 as we will show in the following. For integer numbers of arbitrary sign, we would approximate the possible combinations of (n x , n y , n z ) by the surface area 4πn 2 of a sphere with radius n. But since only positive values are permitted, we have to restrict ourselves to the first octant, reducing the number by a factor of 8.
An since we are dealing with Fermions, which have two spin states for each combination (n x , n y , n z ), we have to multiply by a factor of 2. Together this gives 4πn 2 2/8 = πn 2 . Now the expression for the energy should read
resulting, after replacing the sum by an integral, in
In the derivation of the relation between n max and N the factor of π is missing again, so the corrected version reads
Solving (7) for n max and substituting in (6) provides us with the correct expression for the energy, namely
The pressure now becomes
This is the correct expression for the degeneracy pressure of a non-relativistic Fermi gas found throughout the literature [2] . Substi-
which is justified for a non-relativistic gas,
becomes
Gamow now turns to the ultra-relativistic case. The expression for the energy is again lacking the factor π and should read
where we have used the correct expression for n max following from (7) . From this we derive the pressure
where in the last step we have, following [1] , made the substitution (10), even though it is not justified for a free neutron gas at ultrarelativistic densities. It is, however, justified for a certain model of white dwarfs, as we will argue in the next section. The second to last expression in (13) again coincides with the well established results [2] .
III. CONCEPTUAL FLAWS
Equation (13) is to be compared to the expression Gamow provides for the gravitational pressure and which reads where k denotes the gravitational constant.
This expression is correct within the Newtonian framework, and it is not per se inconsistent with the possibility that the energy density ρ depends on the volume of the sphere even for a fixed particle number. It has to be noted, however, that this expression does not take into account the effect of the gravitationl self-energy itself on the total mass. This would lead to a nonlinear problem, and was in fact the main motivation for Einstein [3] to develop his famous Gen- 
where the right hand side is already based on the assumption (10), which is only valid for a white dwarf in a regime where pressure is provided by ultra-relativistic electrons and which leads to
but represents a white dwarf consisting of electrons and protons only, or substituting the deuteron mass m → m deuteron = 1.876 GeV c −2 which leads to
and roughly represents a white dwarf consisting of electrons and a type of baryons fulfilling the approximate relation Z ≈ A/2.
IV. DISCUSSION
In Figure 1 The solid line corresponds to a General Relativisitc calculation involving the TOV equation, and further reduces the critical mass to M crit ≈ 0.7M ⊙ . This value can still not be considered to be applicable to astrophysics, since it does not consider rotation or the strong force, which both tend to increase the critical mass to about M crit ≈ 2.7M ⊙ [6, 7] .
The strong force is also discussed by Gamow in his work, and it changes the equation of state considerably, because it is attractive in certain regimes, but repulsive in others. For a review on modern neutron star models see [8] .
V. CONCLUSIONS
The fact that numerical errors are present in Gamow's calculation alone would not suffice to consider it a failed attempt to calculate the neutron star critical mass, as it is an order of magnitude estimate, not taking into account a radius dependent density profile. But since his approach is not applicable to the case of a free neutron gas, rather to white dwarfs with ultra-relativistic electron pressure, it can not be considered the first estimate of a neutron star critical mass. It should be considered a reproduction of Chandrasekhars critical mass [4] , further simplifying it by ignoring the density profile modeled by the Lane-Emden equation in Chandrasekhar's work.
